Lecture 7
Machine Learning for IR

Many thanks to Prabhakar Raghavan for sharing most content from the following slides

Relevance Feedback


Relevance feedback: user feedback on relevance
of docs in initial set of results









User issues a (short, simple) query
The user marks some results as relevant or nonrelevant.
The system computes a better representation of the
information need based on feedback.
Relevance feedback can go through one or more
iterations.

Idea: it may be difficult to formulate a good query
when you don’t know the collection well, so iterate

Relevance feedback as learning











In relevance feedback, the user marks a few
documents as relevant/nonrelevant
The choices can be viewed as classes or categories
For several documents, the user decides which of
these two classes is correct
The IR system then uses these judgments to build a
better model of the information need
So, relevance feedback can be viewed as a form of
text classification (deciding between several classes)
The notion of classification is very general and has
many applications within and beyond IR

Standing queries


The path from IR to text classification:


You have an information need to monitor, say:






You want to rerun an appropriate query periodically to find
new news items on this topic
You will be sent new documents that are found




I.e., it’s text classification not ranking

Such queries are called standing queries





Unrest in the Niger delta region

Long used by “information professionals”
A modern mass instantiation is Google Alerts

Standing queries are (hand-written) text classifiers

Spam filtering: Another text
classification task
From: "" <takworlld@hotmail.com>
Subject: real estate is the only way... gem oalvgkay
Anyone can buy real estate with no money down
Stop paying rent TODAY !
There is no need to spend hundreds or even thousands for similar courses
I am 22 years old and I have already purchased 6 properties using the
methods outlined in this truly INCREDIBLE ebook.
Change your life NOW !
=================================================
Click Below to order:
http://www.wholesaledaily.com/sales/nmd.htm
=================================================

Categorization/Classification


Given:


A description of an instance, d ∈ X


X is the instance language or instance space.







Issue: how to represent text documents.
Usually some type of high-dimensional space

A fixed set of classes:
C = {c1, c2,…, cJ}

Determine:


The category of d: g(d) ∈ C, where g (d) is a classification
function whose domain is X and whose range is C.


We want to know how to build classification functions
(“classifiers”).

Supervised Classification


Given:


A description of an instance, d ∈ X








X is the instance language or instance space.

A fixed set of classes:
C = {c1, c2,…, cJ}
A training set D of labeled documents with each labeled
document ⟨d,c⟩∈X xC

Determine:




A learning method or algorithm which will enable us to learn
a classifier g:X→C
For a test document d, we assign it the class g (d) ∈ C

Document Classification
“planning
language
proof
intelligence”

Test
Data:
(AI)

(Programming)

(HCI)

Classes:

Training
Data:

ML

Planning

Semantics

Garb.Coll.

Multimedia

learning planning programming
garbage ...
intelligence temporal
semantics collection
language
memory
algorithm reasoning
reinforcement
plan
proof...optimization
network...language...
region...

GUI
...

(Note: in real life there is often a hierarchy, not
present in the above problem statement)

Many search engine functionalities use
classification



Assigning labels to documents or web-pages:
Labels are most often topics such as Yahoocategories




Labels may be genres




"editorials" "movie-reviews" "news”

Labels may be opinion on a person/product




"finance," "sports," "news>world>asia>business"

“like”, “hate”, “neutral”

Labels may be domain-specific






"interesting-to-me" : "not-interesting-to-me”
“contains adult language” : “doesn’t”
language identification: English, French, Chinese, …
search vertical: about Linux versus not
“link spam” : “not link spam”

Classification Methods (1)


Manual classification







Used by the original Yahoo! Directory
Looksmart, about.com, ODP, PubMed
Very accurate when job is done by experts
Consistent when the problem size and team is
small
Difficult and expensive to scale


Means we need automatic classification methods for big
problems

Classification Methods (2)


Automatic document classification


Hand-coded rule-based systems




One technique used by CS dept’s spam filter, Reuters, CIA,
etc.
It’s what Google Alerts is doing




Companies provide “IDE” for writing such rules








Widely deployed in government and enterprise
E.g., assign category if document contains a given boolean
combination of words

Standing queries: Commercial systems have complex query
languages (everything in IR query languages +score
accumulators)
Accuracy is often very high if a rule has been carefully refined
over time by a subject expert
Building and maintaining these rules is expensive

Classification Methods (3)


Supervised learning of a document-label assignment
function


Many systems partly rely on machine learning (Autonomy,
Microsoft, Enkata, Yahoo!, …)









k-Nearest Neighbors (simple, powerful)
Naive Bayes (simple, common method)
Support-vector machines (new, more powerful)
… plus many other methods
No free lunch: requires hand-classified training data
But data can be built up (and refined) by amateurs

Many commercial systems use a mixture of methods

Recall a few probability basics



For events a and b:
Bayes’ Rule
p ( a ∩ b)
p ( a ∩ b)
p ( a | b) =
; p (b | a ) =
p (b )
p(a)
p( a | b) p(b) = p (b | a ) p ( a )

p (b | a ) p ( a )
=
p ( a | b) =
p (b)

p (b | a ) p ( a )
∑ x =a ,a p(b | x) p( x)

Posterior


Odds:

p (a )
p (a )
O(a ) =
=
p (a ) 1 − p (a )

Prior

Bayesian Methods








Learning and classification based on probability
theory.
Builds a generative model that approximates how
data is produced.
Uses prior probability of each category given no
information about an item.
Categorization produces a posterior probability
distribution over the possible categories given a
description of an item.

Bayes’ Rule for text classification


For a document d and a class c

P(c,d) = P(c | d)P(d) = P(d | c)P(c)

P(d | c)P(c)
P(c | d) =
P(d)

Naive Bayes Classifiers
Task: Classify a new instance d based on a tuple of attribute
values d = x , x ,  , x
into one of the classes cj ∈ C
1

2

n

cMAP = argmax P (c j | x1 , x2 ,  , xn )
c j ∈C

= argmax
c j ∈C

P ( x1 , x2 , , xn | c j ) P (c j )
P ( x1 , x2 ,  , xn )

= argmax P ( x1 , x2 ,  , xn | c j ) P(c j )
c j ∈C

MAP is “maximum a posteriori” = most likely class

Naïve Bayes Classifier:
Naïve Bayes Assumption


P(cj)




Can be estimated from the frequency of classes in
the training examples.

P(x1,x2,…,xn|cj)



O(|X|n•|C|) parameters
Could only be estimated if a very, very large
number of training examples was available.

Naïve Bayes Conditional Independence Assumption:


Assume that the probability of observing the
conjunction of attributes is equal to the product of the
individual probabilities P(xi|cj).

The Naïve Bayes Classifier
Flu

X1

runnynose



X2

sinus

X3

cough

X4

fever

X5

muscle-ache

Conditional Independence Assumption:
features detect term presence and are
independent of each other given the class:

P( X 1 ,, X 5 | C ) = P( X 1 | C ) • P( X 2 | C ) •  • P( X 5 | C )


This model is appropriate for binary variables


Multivariate Bernoulli model

Learning the Model
C
X1


X2

X3

X4

X5

X6

First attempt: maximum likelihood estimates


simply use the frequencies in the training data

N (C = c j )
ˆ
P (c j ) =
N
N ( X i = xi , C = c j )
ˆ
P ( xi | c j ) =
N (C = c j )

Problem with Maximum Likelihood
Flu

X1

runnynose

X2

sinus

X3

cough

X4

fever

X5

muscle-ache

P( X 1 ,, X 5 | C ) = P( X 1 | C ) • P( X 2 | C ) •  • P( X 5 | C )


What if we have seen no training documents with the word
muscle-ache and classified in the topic Flu?

N ( X 5 = t , C = nf )
ˆ
P( X 5 = t | C = nf ) =
=0
N (C = nf )


Zero probabilities cannot be conditioned away, no matter the
other evidence!

 = arg max c Pˆ (c)∏i Pˆ ( xi | c)

Smoothing to Avoid Overfitting
Pˆ ( xi | c j ) =
Laplace Smoothing



N ( X i = xi , C = c j ) + 1
N (C = c j ) + k
# of values of Xi

Example for text:

Pˆ (term t | c j ) =

Tt in class c + 1
∑ (Tt' in class c + 1)

t '∈V

Stochastic Language Models


Model probability of generating strings (each
word in turn) in a language (commonly all strings
over alphabet ∑). E.g., a unigram model
Model M
0.2

the

0.1

a

0.01

man

0.01

woman

0.03

said

0.02

likes

…

the

man likes

the

woman

0.2

0.01

0.2

0.01

0.02

multiply
P(s | M) = 0.00000008

Stochastic Language Models


Model probability of generating any string

Model M1

Model M2

0.2

the

0.2

the

0.01

class

0.0001 class

0.0001 sayst

0.03

0.0001 pleaseth

0.02

0.2
pleaseth 0.2

0.0001 yon

0.1

yon

0.0005 maiden

0.01

maiden

0.01

0.0001 woman

woman

sayst

the

class

pleaseth

0.01
0.0001
0.0001 0.02

yon

maiden

0.0001 0.0005
0.1
0.01

P(string|M2) > P(string|M1)

Unigram and higher-order models


Unigram Language Models:
 Order of words does not matter.
 Multinomial distribution of words (binomial
distribution generalized).



Bigram (generally, n-gram) Language Models



Other Language Models


Grammar-based models, etc.


Probably not the first thing to try in IR

Naïve Bayes via a class conditional
language model = multinomial NB
C

w1


w2

w3

w4

w5

w6

Effectively, the probability of each class is done
as a class-specific unigram language model

Using Multinomial Naive Bayes Classifiers to
Classify Text: Basic method


Attributes are text positions, values are words.

c NB = argmax P(c j )∏ P( xi | c j )
c j∈C

i

= argmax P (c j ) P ( x1 =" our"| c j )  P( xn =" text"| c j )
c j∈C




Still too many possibilities
Assume that classification is independent of the
positions of the words



Use same parameters for each position
Result is bag of words model (over tokens not types)

Naive Bayes: Learning



From training corpus, extract Vocabulary
Calculate required P(cj) and P(xk | cj) terms


For each cj in C do
 docsj ← subset of documents for which the target class is cj


P (c j ) ←




| docs j |
| total # documents |

Textj ← single document containing all docsj
For each word xk in Vocabulary
 nk ← number of occurrences of xk in Textj


P ( xk | c j ) ←

nk + α
n + α | Vocabulary |

Naive Bayes: Classifying




positions ← all word positions in current document
which contain tokens found in Vocabulary
Return cNB, where

c NB = argmax P (c j )
c j∈C

∏ P( x | c )
i

i∈ positions

j

Naive Bayes: Time Complexity


Training Time: O(|D|Lave + |C||V|))
where Lave is the average length of a document in D.


Assumes all counts are pre-computed in O(|D|Lave) time during
one pass through all of the data.



Generally just O(|D|Lave) since usually |C||V| < |D|Lave



Test Time: O(|C| Lt)



where Lt is the average length of a test document.
Very efficient overall, linearly proportional to the time
needed to just read in all the data.

Real Life:
Underflow Prevention with log






Multiplying lots of probabilities, which are between 0 and 1 by
definition, can result in floating-point underflow.
Since log(xy) = log(x) + log(y), it is better to perform all
computations by summing logs of probabilities rather than
multiplying probabilities.
Class with highest final un-normalized log probability score is
still the most probable.

c NB = argmax[log P(c j ) +
c j ∈C

∑ log P(x
i∈positions

i

| c j )]

Naive Bayes Classifier
c NB = argmax[log P(c j ) +
c j ∈C









∑ log P(x

i

| c j )]

i∈positions

Simple interpretation: Each conditional parameter log
P(xi|cj) is a weight that indicates how good an indicator xi
is for cj.
The prior log P(cj) is a weight that indicates the relative
frequency of cj.
The sum is then a measure of how much evidence there
is for the document being in the class.
We select the class with the most evidence for it
31

Two Naive Bayes Models


Model 1: Multivariate Bernoulli




One feature Xw for each word in dictionary
Xw = true in document d if w appears in d
Naive Bayes assumption:




Given the document’s topic, appearance of one word in
the document tells us nothing about chances that another
word appears

This is the model used in the binary
independence model in classic probabilistic
relevance feedback on hand-classified data

Two Models


Model 2: Multinomial = Class conditional unigram


One feature Xi for each word pos in document





Value of Xi is the word in position i
Naïve Bayes assumption:




feature’s values are all words in dictionary

Given the document’s topic, word in one position in the
document tells us nothing about words in other positions

Second assumption:


Word appearance does not depend on position

P( X i = w | c) = P( X j = w | c)
for all positions i, j, word w, and class c


Just have one multinomial feature predicting all words

Parameter estimation


Multivariate Bernoulli model:

Pˆ ( X w = t | c j ) =


fraction of documents of topic cj
in which word w appears

Multinomial model:

Pˆ ( X i = w | c j ) =




fraction of times in which
word w appears among all
words in documents of topic cj

Can create a mega-document for topic j by concatenating all
documents in this topic
Use frequency of w in mega-document

Classification


Multivariate vs. Multinomial Bernoulli?



Multinomial model is almost always more
effective in text applications!

Feature Selection: Why?


Text collections have a large number of features




May make using a particular classifier feasible




Some classifiers can’t deal with 100,000 of features

Reduces training time




10,000 – 1,000,000 unique words … and more

Training time for some methods is quadratic or
worse in the number of features

Can improve generalization (performance)



Eliminates noise features
Avoids overfitting

Feature selection: how?


Two ideas:


Hypothesis testing statistics:






Information theory:






Are we confident that the value of one categorical variable is
associated with the value of another
Chi-square test (χ2)
How much information does the value of one categorical
variable give you about the value of another
Mutual information

They’re similar, but χ 2 measures confidence in association,
(based on available statistics), while MI measures extent of
association (assuming perfect knowledge of probabilities)

χ 2 statistic (CHI)


χ 2 is interested in (fo – fe)2 / fe summed over all table entries: is the
observed number what you’d expect given the marginals?

χ 2 ( j , a ) = ∑ (O − E ) 2 / E = (2 − .2 ) 2 / .2 + (53 − 4.75 ) 2 / 4.7 5
+ (5



−5

) 20/ 5

5

+ (9 0 0− 9 2 5) 2 / 92 4 = 01 .94( p9< .002 ) 9
0

The null hypothesis is rejected with confidence .999,
since 12.9 > 10.83 (the value for .999 confidence).

Term = jaguar Term ≠ jaguar
Class = auto
Class ≠ auto

2 (0.25)
3 (4.75)

500

expected: fe

(502)

9500 (9498)

observed: fo

χ2 statistic (CHI)
There is a simpler formula for 2x2 χ2:

A = #(t,c)

C = #(¬t,c)

B = #(t,¬c)

D = #(¬t, ¬c)

N=A+B+C+D

Feature selection via Mutual
Information




In training set, choose k words which best
discriminate (give most info on) the categories.
The Mutual Information between a word, class is:

p(ew , ec )
I (w , c ) = ∑ ∑ p(ew , ec ) log
p(ew )p(ec )
e ∈{ 0,1} e ∈{ 0,1}
w



c

For each word w and each category c

Feature selection via MI (contd.)




For each category we build a list of k most
discriminating terms.
For example (on 20 Newsgroups):








sci.electronics: circuit, voltage, amp, ground, copy,
battery, electronics, cooling, …
rec.autos: car, cars, engine, ford, dealer, mustang,
oil, collision, autos, tires, toyota, …

Greedy: does not account for correlations between
terms
Why?

Feature Selection


Mutual Information





Chi-square





Clear information-theoretic interpretation
May select rare uninformative terms
Statistical foundation
May select very slightly informative frequent terms
that are not very useful for classification

Just use the commonest terms?



No particular foundation
In practice, this is often 90% as good

Feature selection for NB


In general feature selection is necessary for
multivariate Bernoulli NB.




Otherwise you suffer from noise, multi-counting

“Feature selection” really means something different
for multinomial NB. It means dictionary truncation


The multinomial NB model only has 1 feature



This “feature selection” normally isn’t needed for
multinomial NB, but may help a fraction with quantities
that are badly estimated

Evaluating Categorization


Evaluation must be done on test data that are independent of
the training data (usually a disjoint set of instances).







Sometimes use cross-validation (averaging results over multiple
training and test splits of the overall data)

It’s easy to get good performance on a test set that was
available to the learner during training (e.g., just memorize the
test set).
Measures: precision, recall, F1, classification accuracy
Classification accuracy: c/n where n is the total number of test
instances and c is the number of test instances correctly
classified by the system.



Adequate if one class per document
Otherwise F measure for each class

Naive Bayes vs. other methods

Naive Bayes is Not So Naive


More robust to irrelevant features than many learning methods
Irrelevant Features cancel each other without affecting results
Decision Trees can suffer heavily from this.




More robust to concept drift (changing class definition over time)
Very good in domains with many equally important features
Decision Trees suffer from fragmentation in such cases – especially if little
data




A good baseline for text classification (but not the best)!
Optimal if the Independence Assumptions hold:
Never true for text, but possible in some domains




Very Fast Learning and Testing (basically just count the data)
Low Storage requirements

Support Vector Machines

Linear classifiers: Which Hyperplane?



Lots of possible solutions for a, b, c.
Some methods find a separating
hyperplane, but not the optimal one
[according to some criterion of expected goodness]




E.g., perceptron

Support Vector Machine (SVM) finds an
optimal solution.




This line represents
the decision
boundary:
ax + by − c = 0

Maximizes the distance between the
hyperplane and the “difficult points” close
to decision boundary
One intuition: if there are no points near
the decision surface, then there are no
very uncertain classification decisions
48

Another intuition


If you have to place a fat separator between
classes, you have less choices, and so the
capacity of the model has been decreased

Support Vector Machine (SVM)


SVMs maximize the margin around
the separating hyperplane.








Support vectors

A.k.a. large margin classifiers

The decision function is fully
specified by a subset of training
samples, the support vectors.
Solving SVMs is a quadratic
programming problem
Seen by many as the most
successful current text
classification method*

Maximizes
Narrower margin
margin

*but other discriminative methods
often perform very similarly

Maximum Margin: Formalization






w: decision hyperplane normal vector
xi: data point i
yi: class of data point i (+1 or -1) NB: Not 1/0
Classifier is:
Functional margin of xi is:


f(xi) = sign(wTxi + b)
yi (wTxi + b)

But note that we can increase this margin simply by scaling w, b….



Functional margin of dataset is twice the minimum functional
margin for any point
 The factor of 2 comes from measuring the whole width of the
margin



Functional margin = largest distance to nearest training
data points q

Geometric Margin
wT x + b
r=y
w



Distance from example to the separator is



Examples closest to the hyperplane are support vectors.
Margin ρ of the separator is the width of separation between support
vectors of classes.



ρ

x
r

w

x′

Derivation of finding r:
Dotted line x’−x is perpendicular to
decision boundary so parallel to w.
Unit vector is w/|w|, so line is rw/|w|.
x’ = x – yrw/|w|.
x’ satisfies wTx’+b = 0.
So wT(x –yrw/|w|) + b = 0
Recall that |w| = sqrt(wTw).
So, solving for r gives:
r = y(wTx + b)/|w|

Linear SVM Mathematically
The linearly separable case


Assume that all data is at least distance 1 from the hyperplane, then the
following two constraints follow for a training set {(xi ,yi)}

wTxi + b ≥ 1

if yi = 1

wTxi + b ≤ -1 if yi = -1





For support vectors, the inequality becomes an equality
Then, since each example’s distance from the hyperplane is
wT x + b
r=y
w
The margin is:

ρ=

2
w

Linear Support Vector Machine (SVM)
ρ

wTxa + b = 1

wTxb + b = -1



Hyperplane
wT x + b = 0



Extra scale constraint:
mini=1,…,n |wTxi + b| = 1



This implies:
wT(xa–xb) = 2
ρ = ||xa–xb||2 = 2/||w||2

wT x + b = 0

Linear SVMs Mathematically (cont.)


Then we can formulate the quadratic optimization problem:

Find w and b such that
ρ=

2
w

is maximized; and for all {(xi , yi)}

wTxi + b ≥ 1 if yi=1; wTxi + b ≤ -1 if yi = -1


A better formulation (min ||w|| = max 1/ ||w|| ):

Find w and b such that
Φ(w) =½ wTw is minimized;
and for all {(xi ,yi)}:

yi (wTxi + b) ≥ 1

Solving the Optimization Problem
Find w and b such that
Φ(w) =½ wTw is minimized;
and for all {(xi ,yi)}: yi (wTxi + b) ≥ 1





This is now optimizing a quadratic function subject to linear constraints
Quadratic optimization problems are a well-known class of mathematical
programming problem, and many (intricate) algorithms exist for solving them
(with many special ones built for SVMs)
The solution involves constructing a dual problem where a Lagrange multiplier
αi is associated with every constraint in the primary problem:

Find α1…αN such that
Q(α) =Σαi - ½ΣΣαiαjyiyjxiTxj is maximized and
(1) Σαiyi = 0
(2) αi ≥ 0 for all αi

The Optimization Problem Solution


The solution has the form:

w =Σαiyixi



b= yk- wTxk for any xk such that αk≠ 0

Each non-zero αi indicates that corresponding xi is a support vector.
Then the classifying function will have the form:

f(x) = ΣαiyixiTx + b




Notice that it relies on an inner product between the test point x and the
support vectors xi – we will return to this later.
Also keep in mind that solving the optimization problem involved
computing the inner products xiTxj between all pairs of training points.

Soft Margin Classification






If the training data is not linearly
separable, slack variables ξi can
be added to allow
misclassification of difficult or
noisy examples.
Allow some errors
 Let some points be moved to
where they belong, at a cost
Still, try to minimize training set
errors, and to place hyperplane
“far” from each class (large
margin)

ξi
ξj

Soft Margin Classification
Mathematically


The old formulation:
Find w and b such that
Φ(w) =½ wTw is minimized and for all {(xi ,yi)}
yi (wTxi + b) ≥ 1



The new formulation incorporating slack variables:
Find w and b such that
Φ(w) =½ wTw + CΣξi is minimized and for all {(xi ,yi)}
yi (wTxi + b) ≥ 1- ξi and ξi ≥ 0 for all i



Parameter C can be viewed as a way to control overfitting – a
regularization term

Soft Margin Classification –
Solution


The dual problem for soft margin classification:

Find α1…αN such that
Q(α) =Σαi - ½ΣΣαiαjyiyjxiTxj is maximized and
(1) Σαiyi = 0
(2) 0 ≤ αi ≤ C for all αi





Neither slack variables ξi nor their Lagrange multipliers appear in the
dual problem!
Again, xi with non-zero αi will be support vectors.
Solution to the dual problem is:

w = Σαiyixi
b = yk(1- ξk) - wTxk where k = argmax αk’
k’

f(x) = ΣαiyixiTx + b

Classification with SVMs


Given a new point x, we can score its
projection onto the hyperplane normal:



i.e., compute score: wTx + b = ΣαiyixiTx + b
Can set confidence threshold t.

Score > t: yes
Score < -t: no
Else: don’t know
-1

0

1

Linear SVMs: Summary


The classifier is a separating hyperplane.



The most “important” training points are the support vectors; they
define the hyperplane.



Quadratic optimization algorithms can identify which training points xi
are support vectors with non-zero Lagrangian multipliers αi.



Both in the dual formulation of the problem and in the solution, training
points appear only inside inner products:

Find α1…αN such that
Q(α) =Σαi - ½ΣΣαiαjyiyjxiTxj is maximized and
(1) Σαiyi = 0
(2) 0 ≤ αi ≤ C for all αi

f(x) = ΣαiyixiTx + b

Non-linear SVMs


Datasets that are linearly separable (with some noise) work out great:

x

0



But what are we going to do if the dataset is just too hard?

x

0


How about … mapping data to a higher-dimensional space:

x2

0

x

Non-linear SVMs: Feature spaces


General idea: the original feature space can always be mapped
to some higher-dimensional feature space where the training set
is separable:

Φ: x → φ(x)

The “Kernel Trick”







The linear classifier relies on an inner product between vectors K(xi,xj)=xiTxj
If every data point is mapped into high-dimensional space via some transformation Φ: x
→ φ(x), the inner product becomes:
K(xi,xj)= φ(xi) Tφ(xj)
A kernel function is some function that corresponds to an inner product in some
expanded feature space.
Example:
2-dimensional vectors u=[u1 u2]; v=[v1 v2]; let K (u, v)=(1 + uTv)2,
Need to show that K(u, v)= φ(u) Tφ(v) for some function φ:
K(u, v)=(1 + uTv)2=
= 1+ u12v12 + 2 u1v1 u2v2+ u22v22 + 2u1v1 + 2u2v2=
= [1 u12 √2 u1u2 u22 √2u1 √2u2]T [1 v12 √2 v1v2 v22 √2v1 √2v2]
= φ(u) Tφ(v)

where φ(x) = [1 x12 √2 x1x2 x22 √2x1 √2x2]

Kernels


Why use kernels?





Make non-separable problem separable.
Map data into better representational space

Common kernels



Linear
Polynomial K(x,z) = (1+xTz)d






Gives feature conjunctions

Radial basis function (infinite dimensional space)

Haven’t been very useful in text classification

Evaluation: Classic Reuters-21578



Most (over)used data set
21578 documents
9603 training, 3299 test articles (ModApte/Lewis split)
118 categories
 An article can be in more than one category
 Learn 118 binary category distinctions
Average document: about 90 types, 200 tokens



Average number of classes assigned










1.24 for docs with at least one category

Only about 10 out of 118 categories are large

Common categories
(#train, #test)

• Earn (2877, 1087)
• Acquisitions (1650, 179)
• Money-fx (538, 179)
• Grain (433, 149)
• Crude (389, 189)

• Trade (369,119)
• Interest (347, 131)
• Ship (197, 89)
• Wheat (212, 71)
• Corn (182, 56)

Reuters Text Categorization data set
(Reuters-21578) document
<REUTERS TOPICS="YES" LEWISSPLIT="TRAIN" CGISPLIT="TRAINING-SET"
OLDID="12981" NEWID="798">
<DATE> 2-MAR-1987 16:51:43.42</DATE>
<TOPICS><D>livestock</D><D>hog</D></TOPICS>
<TITLE>AMERICAN PORK CONGRESS KICKS OFF TOMORROW</TITLE>
<DATELINE> CHICAGO, March 2 - </DATELINE><BODY>The American Pork Congress
kicks off tomorrow, March 3, in Indianapolis with 160 of the nations pork producers from 44
member states determining industry positions on a number of issues, according to the National Pork
Producers Council, NPPC.
Delegates to the three day Congress will be considering 26 resolutions concerning various issues,
including the future direction of farm policy and the tax law as it applies to the agriculture sector.
The delegates will also debate whether to endorse concepts of a national PRV (pseudorabies virus)
control and eradication program, the NPPC said.
A large trade show, in conjunction with the congress, will feature the latest in technology in all
areas of the industry, the NPPC added. Reuter
&#3;</BODY></TEXT></REUTERS>

Per class evaluation measures


Recall: Fraction of docs in class i
classified correctly:

c ii
∑ c ij
j



Precision: Fraction of docs assigned
class i that are actually about class i:

c ii
∑ c ji
j



Accuracy: (1 - error rate) Fraction of
docs classified correctly:

∑c
∑∑c
ii

i

j

i

ij

Micro- vs. Macro-Averaging






If we have more than one class, how do we
combine multiple performance measures into one
quantity?
Macroaveraging: Compute performance for
each class, then average.
Microaveraging: Collect decisions for all
classes, compute contingency table, evaluate.

Micro- vs. Macro-Averaging: Example
Class 1
Truth:
yes

Class 2

Truth:
no

Truth:
yes

Truth:
no

Micro Ave. Table
Truth:
yes

Truth:
no

Classifi 10
er: yes

10

Classifi
er: yes

90

10

Classifier:
yes

100

20

Classifi 10
er: no

970

Classifi
er: no

10

890

Classifier:
no

20

1860






Macroaveraged precision: (0.5 + 0.9)/2 = 0.7
Microaveraged precision: 100/120 = .83
Microaveraged score is dominated by score on
common classes

72

Precision-recall for category:
Crude
1
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Recall
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0.4
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Precision
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Dumais
(1998)

Precision-recall for category: Ship
1
0.9
0.8
0.7
0.6

Recall

0.5

LSVM
Decision Tree
Naïve Bayes
Rocchio

0.4
0.3
0.2
0.1
0
0

0.2

0.4

0.6

Precision

0.8

1

Dumais
(1998)

Good practice department:
Confusion matrix
This (i, j) entry means 53 of the docs actually in
class i were put in class j by the classifier.

Actual Class

Class assigned by classifier



53

In a perfect classification, only the diagonal has non-zero
entries

The Real World


How much training data do you have?





None
Very little
Quite a lot
A huge amount and its growing

Manually written rules, No data



No training data, adequate editorial staff?
Never forget the hand-written rules solution!


If (wheat or grain) and not (whole or bread) then




In practice, rules get a lot bigger than this




Can also be phrased using tf or tf.idf weights

With careful crafting (human tuning on development
data) performance is high:




Categorize as grain

Construe: 94% recall, 84% precision over 675 categories
(Hayes and Weinstein 1990)

Amount of work required is huge

Very little data?


If you’re just doing supervised classification, you
should stick to something high bias




The interesting theoretical answer is to explore semisupervised training methods:




There are theoretical results that Naïve Bayes should do
well in such circumstances (Ng and Jordan 2002 NIPS)

EM over unlabeled documents, …

The practical answer is to get more labeled data as
soon as you can


How can you insert yourself into a process where humans
will be willing to label data for you??

A reasonable amount of data?






Perfect!
We can use all our clever classifiers
Roll out the SVM!
But if you are using an SVM/NB etc., you should
probably be prepared with the “hybrid” solution where
there is a Boolean overlay




Or else to use user-interpretable Boolean-like models like
decision trees
Users like to hack, and management likes to be able to
implement quick fixes immediately

A huge amount of data?



This is great in theory for doing accurate
classification…
But it could easily mean that expensive methods like
SVMs (train time) or kNN (test time) are quite
impractical



Naïve Bayes can come back into its own again!





Or other advanced methods with linear training/test
complexity like regularized logistic regression (though much
more expensive to train)

Accuracy as a function of data size


With enough data the
choice of classifier may
not matter much, and the
best choice may be
unclear




Data: Brill and Banko on
context-sensitive spelling
correction

But the fact that you have
to keep doubling your
data to improve
performance is a little
unpleasant

How many categories?


A few (well separated ones)?




Easy!

A zillion closely related ones?




Think: Yahoo! Directory, Library of Congress classification,
legal applications
Quickly gets difficult!


Classifier combination is always a useful technique





Much literature on hierarchical classification




Voting, bagging, or boosting multiple classifiers
Random forest classifiers
Mileage fairly unclear, but helps a bit (Tie-Yan Liu et al. 2005)

May need a hybrid automatic/manual solution

How can one tweak performance?


Aim to exploit any domain-specific useful features
that give special meanings or that zone the data




Aim to collapse things that would be treated as
different but shouldn’t be.




E.g., an author byline or mail headers

E.g., part numbers, chemical formulas

Does putting in “hacks” help?


You bet!


Feature design and non-linear weighting is very important in the
performance of real-world systems

Upweighting




You can get a lot of value by differentially weighting
contributions from different document zones:
That is, you count as two instance of a word when
you see it in, say, the abstract


Upweighting title words helps (Cohen & Singer 1996)






Doubling the weighting on the title words is a good rule of
thumb

Upweighting the first sentence of each paragraph helps
(Murata, 1999)
Upweighting sentences that contain title words helps (Ko et
al, 2002)

Two techniques for zones
1.

2.



Have a completely separate set of
features/parameters for different zones like the title
Use the same features (pooling/tying their
parameters) across zones, but upweight the
contribution of different zones
Commonly the second method is more successful: it
costs you nothing in terms of sparsifying the data,
but can give a very useful performance boost


Which is best is a contingent fact about the data

Does stemming/lowercasing/… help?




As always, it’s hard to tell, and empirical evaluation is
normally the gold standard
But note that the role of tools like stemming is rather
different for TextCat vs. IR:




For IR, you often want to collapse forms of the verb
oxygenate and oxygenation, since all of those documents
will be relevant to a query for oxygenation
For TextCat, with sufficient training data, stemming does no
good. It only helps in compensating for data sparseness
(which can be severe in TextCat applications). Overly
aggressive stemming can easily degrade performance.

Measuring Classification
Figures of Merit


Not just accuracy; in the real world, there are
economic measures:


Your choices are:


Do no classification




Do it all manually






Has an easy-to-compute cost if doing it like that now

Do it all with an automatic classifier




That has a cost (hard to compute)

Mistakes have a cost

Do it with a combination of automatic classification and
manual review of uncertain/difficult/“new” cases

Commonly the last method is most cost efficient
and is adopted

A common problem: Concept Drift



Categories change over time
Example: “president of the united states”





One measure of a text classification system is
how well it protects against concept drift.




1999: clinton is great feature
2002: clinton is bad feature

Can favor simpler models like Naïve Bayes

Feature selection: can be bad in protecting
against concept drift

Summary


Support vector machines (SVM)


Choose hyperplane based on support vectors






(Degree-1) SVMs are linear classifiers.
Kernels: powerful and elegant way to define similarity metric
Perhaps best performing text classifier







But there are other methods that perform about as well as SVM, such as
regularized logistic regression (Zhang & Oles 2001)

Partly popular due to availability of SVMlight




Support vector = “critical” point close to decision boundary

SVMlight is accurate and fast – and free (for research)

Now lots of good software: libsvm, TinySVM, ….

Comparative evaluation of methods
Real world: exploit domain specific structure!

Machine Learning in IR

Machine learning for IR ranking?


We’ve looked at methods for ranking documents in IR




We’ve looked at methods for classifying documents using supervised
machine learning classifiers




Cosine similarity, inverse document frequency, pivoted document length
normalization, PageRank, …

Naïve Bayes, Rocchio, kNN, SVMs

Surely we can also use machine learning to rank the documents
displayed in search results?



Sounds like a good idea
A.k.a. “machine-learned relevance” or “learning to rank”

Machine learning for IR ranking




This “good idea” has been actively researched – and
actively deployed by the major web search engines –
in the last 5+ years
Why didn’t it happen earlier?




Modern supervised ML has been around for about 15
years…
Naïve Bayes has been around for about 45 years…

Why weren’t early attempts very
successful / influential?



Sometimes an idea just takes time to be appreciated…
Limited training data


Especially for real world use (as opposed to writing academic papers), it
was very hard to gather test collection queries and relevance judgments
that are representative of real user needs and judgments on documents
returned






This has changed, both in academia and industry

Poor machine learning techniques
Insufficient customization to IR problem
Not enough features for ML to show value

Why is ML needed now


Modern systems – especially on the Web – use a great number of
features:
Arbitrary useful features – not a single unified model
Log frequency of query word in anchor text?
Query word in color on page?
# of images on page?
# of (out) links on page?
PageRank of page?
URL length?
URL contains “~”?
Page edit recency?
Page length?














Google is supposedly using over 500 such features.

Simple example:
Using classification for ad hoc IR


Collect a training corpus of (q, d, r) triples
 Relevance r is here binary (but may be multiclass, with 3–7 values)
 Document is represented by a feature vector


x = (α, ω)
size





α is cosine similarity, ω is minimum query window

ω is the the shortest text span that includes all query words
Query term proximity is a very important new weighting factor

Train a machine learning model to predict the class r of a
document-query pair

Simple example:
Using classification for ad hoc IR






A linear score function is then
Score(d, q) = Score(α, ω) = aα + bω + c
And the linear classifier is
Decide relevant if Score(d, q) > θ
… just like when we were doing text classification

cosine score α

Simple example:
Using classification for ad hoc IR
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More complex example of using classification for
search ranking [Nallapati 2004]




We can generalize this to classifier functions over
more features
We can use methods we have seen previously
for learning the linear classifier weights

An SVM classifier for information
retrieval [Nallapati 2004]





Let g(r|d,q) = w*f(d,q) + b
SVM training: want g(r|d,q) ≤ −1 for nonrelevant documents and
g(r|d,q) ≥ 1 for relevant documents
SVM testing: decide relevant iff g(r|d,q) ≥ 1



Features are not word presence features (how would you deal
with query words not in your training data?) but scores like the
summed (log) tf of all query terms



Unbalanced data (which can result in trivial always-say-nonrelevant classifiers) is dealt with by under-sampling non-relevant
documents during training (just take some at random) [there are
other ways of doing this – cf. Cao et al. later]

An SVM classifier for information
retrieval [Nallapati 2004]


Experiments:







4 TREC data sets
Comparisons with Lemur, a state-of-the-art open
source IR engine (LM)
Linear kernel normally best or almost as good as
quadratic kernel, and so used in reported results
6 features, all variants of tf, idf, and tf.idf scores

An SVM classifier for information retrieval
[Nallapati 2004]
Train \ Test
Disk 3
Disk 4-5



Disk 4-5

WT10G (web)

LM

0.1785

0.2503

0.2666

SVM

0.1728

0.2432

0.2750

LM

0.1773

0.2516

0.2656

SVM

0.1646

0.2355

0.2675

At best the results are about equal to LM




Disk 3

Actually a little bit below

Paper’s advertisement: Easy to add more features




This is illustrated on a homepage finding task on WT10G:
Baseline LM 52% success@10, baseline SVM 58%
SVM with URL-depth, and in-link features: 78% P@10

“Learning to rank”


Classification probably isn’t the right way to think
about approaching ad hoc IR:




Classification problems: Map to a unordered set of classes
Regression problems: Map to a real value
Ordinal regression problems: Map to an ordered set of
classes




A fairly obscure sub-branch of statistics, but what we want here

This formulation gives extra power:



Relations between relevance levels are modeled
Documents are good versus other documents for query
given collection; not an absolute scale of goodness

“Learning to rank”


Assume a number of categories C of relevance exist



These are totally ordered: c1 < c2 < … < cN
This is the ordinal regression setup



Assume training data is available consisting of document-query
pairs represented as feature vectors ψi and relevance ranking ci



We could do point-wise learning, where we try to map items of
a certain relevance rank to a subinterval (e.g., Crammer et al.
2002 Prank)

Point-wise learning


Goal is to learn a threshold to separate each rank

The Ranking SVM
[Herbrich et al. 1999, 2000; Joachims et al. 2002]


Aim is to classify instance pairs as correctly ranked or
incorrectly ranked








This turns an ordinal regression problem back into a binary
classification problem

We want a ranking function f such that
ci > ck iff f(ψi) > f(ψk)
… or at least one that tries to do this with minimal
error
Suppose that f is a linear function
f(ψi) = w * ψi

The Ranking SVM
[Herbrich et al. 1999, 2000; Joachims et al. 2002]


Ranking Model: f(ψi)

f (ψ i )

Adapting the Ranking SVM for (successful)
Information Retrieval
[Yunbo Cao, Jun Xu, Tie-Yan Liu, Hang Li, Yalou
Huang, Hsiao-Wuen Hon SIGIR 2006]
 A Ranking SVM model already works well








Using things like vector space model scores as
features
It outperforms them in evaluations

But it does not model important aspects of
practical IR well
This paper addresses two customizations of the
Ranking SVM to fit an IR utility model

The ranking SVM fails to model the IR
problem well…
Correctly ordering the most relevant documents is crucial to
the success of an IR system, while mis-ordering less relevant
results matters little

1.



The ranking SVM considers all ordering violations as the same

Some queries have many (somewhat) relevant documents,
and other queries few. If we treat all pairs of results for a
query equally, queries with many results will dominate the
learning

2.



But actually queries with few relevant results are at least as
important to do well on

Optimizing Rank-Based Measures
[Yue et al. SIGIR 2007]





NDCG is considered a good approximation of the
user’s utility function from a result ranking
Then, let’s directly optimize this measure




As opposed to some proxy (weighted pairwise prefs)

But, there are problems …


Objective function no longer decomposes




Pairwise prefs decomposed into each pair

Objective function is flat or discontinuous

Structural SVMs
[Tsochantaridis et al., 2007]







Structural SVMs are a generalization of SVMs where the output
classification space is not binary or one of a set of classes, but some
complex object (such as a sequence or a parse tree)
Here, it is a complete (weak) ranking of documents for a query
The Structural SVM attempts to predict the complete ranking for the
input query and document set
The true labeling is a ranking where the relevant documents are all
ranked in the front, e.g.,



An incorrect labeling would be any other ranking, e.g.,



There are an intractable number of rankings, thus an intractable
number of constraints!

Structural SVM training
[Tsochantaridis et al., 2007]
Structural SVM training proceeds incrementally by starting with a working set of
constraints, and adding in the most violated constraint at each iteration

Original SVM Problem



Exponential constraints
Most are dominated by a small
set of “important” constraints

Structural SVM Approach




Repeatedly finds the next most
violated constraint…
…until a set of constraints which is a
good approximation is found

Other machine learning methods for
learning to rank



Of course!
I’ve only presented the use of SVMs for machine
learned relevance, but other machine learning
methods have also been used successfully




Boosting: RankBoost
Ordinal regression loglinear models
Neural nets: RankNet

The Limitation of Machine
Learning




Everything that we have looked at (and most work in this area)
produces linear models of features by weighting different base
features
This contrasts with most of the clever ideas of traditional IR,
which are nonlinear scalings and combinations of basic
measurements




log term frequency, idf, pivoted length normalization

At present, ML is good at weighting features, but not at coming
up with nonlinear scalings


Designing the basic features that give good signals for ranking
remains the domain of human creativity

Summary










The idea of learning ranking functions has been around for about 20
years
But only recently have ML knowledge, availability of training
datasets, a rich space of features, and massive computation come
together to make this a hot research area
It’s too early to give a definitive statement on what methods are best
in this area … it’s still advancing rapidly
But machine learned ranking over many features now easily beats
traditional hand-designed ranking functions in comparative
evaluations [in part by using the hand-designed functions as features!]
And there is every reason to think that the importance of machine
learning in IR will only increase in the future.

Resources


Fabrizio Sebastiani. Machine Learning in Automated Text Categorization. ACM Computing
Surveys, 34(1):1-47, 2002.



Tom Mitchell, Machine Learning. McGraw-Hill, 1997.



Weka: A data mining software package that includes an implementation of Naive Bayes



Christopher J. C. Burges. 1998. A Tutorial on Support Vector Machines for Pattern
Recognition.



S. T. Dumais. 1998. Using SVMs for text categorization, IEEE Intelligent Systems, 13(4)



LETOR benchmark datasets


Website with data, links to papers, benchmarks, etc.



http://research.microsoft.com/users/LETOR/



Everything you need to start research in this area!



Cao, Y., Xu, J. Liu, T.-Y., Li, H., Huang, Y. and Hon, H.-W. Adapting Ranking SVM to
Document Retrieval, SIGIR 2006.



Y. Yue, T. Finley, F. Radlinski, T. Joachims. A Support Vector Method for Optimizing
Average Precision. SIGIR 2007.



NDGC: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Discounted_cumulative_gain

Resources(2): LETOR test collection






From Microsoft Research Asia
An openly available standard test collection with pre-generated
features, baselines, and research results for learning to rank
It’s availability has really driven research in this area
OHSUMED, MEDLINE sub-collection for IR







350,000 articles
106 queries
16,140 query-document pairs
3 class judgments: Definitely relevant (DR), Partially Relevant (PR),
Non-Relevant (NR)

TREC GOV collection (predecessor of GOV2, cf. IIR p. 142)



1 million web pages
125 queries

More Resources


Introduction to Probability
http://www.dartmouth.edu/~chance/teaching_aids/books_articles/p
robability_book/amsbook.mac.pdf



Probability and Statistical Analysis
http://faculty.vassar.edu/lowry/webtext.html

